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Release notes for changes on the 26/03/2021

The following changes are to be deployed:
1) Payment Updates
2) Dashboard Fixes
3) Patient Portal – improved repeat prescription ordering UI

Payment Updates
We have carried out significant work on our payment’s infrastructure. We have updated our
processes to ensure that we can seamlessly handle all exceptions to the payment flow eg internet
connection failure, closing browser during payment, issues with Stripe communication etc etc.
Most of these changes happen automatically but we have now added an option to validate payment
if the system did not automatically validate it.

1) Validating Payment
Patients will be notified if an error occurs when processing a payment. Now they will be given the
option to validate the payment at the point an error occurs, see example below

Practice admins will also be able to manually validate a payment from within invoices.
In example below the validate payment link is greyed out as no payment link has been sent.

If a payment link had been sent it would show the date/time the link was sent and if it is valid or not.
At this point it will allow you to try and validate payment if required.

From invoices if a link has been sent it changes the payment link button from Send to Resend

If you decide to resend a payment link while there is a current active link it invalidates the original
link. Patients who try to pay through original link will receive the follwing message if they try to use
it.

Dashboard Fixes
1) Improved filters for Invoice Analysis report
2) Set filters to current date on Stripe Report
3) Released a daily reconciliation report

Patient Portal – Repeat Prescriptions User Interface
We have completely redesigned the repeat prescription ordering interface on mobile. Examples of
some of the new interface below.

